
Lesson content:
1-C, G, D, A, B and F major scales
2- Key signature
3- Accidentals
4- Rests
5- Ties and dots
6-Triplets and Compound Time
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Relationship to major keys
If a piece of music (or part of a piece of music) 
is in a major key, then the notes in the 
corresponding major scale are considered 
diatonic notes, while the notes outside the 
major scale are considered chromatic notes. 

The figure shows all 12 relative major and 
minor keys, with major keys on the outside and 
minor keys on the inside arranged around the 
circle of fifths.



  How to build a scale:

1-Draw the scale degrees
2- Add Sharps or Flats



Key signature

In Western musical notation, a key signature 

is a set of sharp (♯), flat (♭), or rarely, natural 

(♮) symbols placed on the staff at the 

beginning of a section of music. The initial 

key signature in a piece is placed 

immediately after the clef at the beginning of 

the first line. If the piece contains a section in 

a different key, the new key signature is 

placed at the beginning of that section.



Scales with sharp key 

signatures

There can be up to seven sharps in a key 
signature, appearing in this order: F♯ C♯ G♯ D♯ 
A♯ E♯ B♯. The key note or tonic of a piece in a 
major key is a semitone above the last sharp in 
the signature. 

For example, the key of D major has a key 
signature of F♯ and C♯, and the tonic (D) is a 
semitone above C♯. Each scale starting on the 
fifth scale degree of the previous scale has one 
new sharp, added in the order shown.



Scales with flat key 

signatures

There can be up to seven flats in a key 
signature, applied as: B♭ E♭ A♭ D♭ G♭ 
C♭ F♭ The major scale with one flat is F 
major. 

In all major scales with flat key signatures, the 
tonic in a major key is a perfect fourth below the 
last flat. When there is more than one flat, the 
tonic is the note of the second-to-last flat in the 
signature. In the major key with four flats (B♭ 
E♭ A♭ D♭), for example, the second to last 
flat is A♭, indicating a key of A♭ major. Each 
new scale starts a fifth below (or a fourth 
above) the previous one.



Accidentals
In music, an accidental is a note of a pitch (or pitch class) that is not a member 

of the scale or mode indicated by the most recently applied key signature. In 

musical notation, the sharp (♯), flat (♭), and natural (♮) symbols, among others, 

mark such notes—and those symbols are also called accidentals.

In the measure (bar) where it appears, an accidental sign raises or lowers the 

immediately following note (and any repetition of it in the bar) from its normal 

pitch, overriding the key signature. A note is usually raised or lowered by a 

semitone, and there are double sharps or flats, which raise or lower the 

indicated note by two semitones. Accidentals usually apply to all repetitions 

within the measure in which they appear, unless canceled by another 

accidental sign, or tied into the following measure. If a note has an accidental 

and the note is repeated in a different octave within the same measure the 

accidental is usually repeated, although this convention is far from universal.

The most common accidentals. From left to 

right: flat, natural, and sharp.



Exercise 2



A Rest 

In music is a type of symbol that 
indicates that the musician should 
not play and that there should be 
silence.

Every type of note, like crotchets, 
minims etc, has a corresponding rest 
symbol that has the same time 
value.

Semibreve rest

Minim rest

Crotchet rest

Quaver rest

Semiquaver rest

Demisemiquaver rest



Exercise 3 



Ties 



Triplets

The triplet is a musical symbol, which 
alters the time value of notes and rests. 
It says to the reader: "fit three time 
values of these notes and/or rests, into 
the same time value of two notes 
and/or rests".
In order to fit three into two, we divide 
2 by 3; 2/3=.66
Each note and/or rest (member of a 
triplet group) has an value equal to .66 
of its original value.



Swing
Is a very useful form of "short hand" 

notation used by jazz musicians. When 

"Swing" is indicated, the reader converts 

the first eighth note/rest (of each 

quarter note value) into two tied triplet 

eighth notes/rests and the second 

eighth note/rest into a single eighth 

note triplet. Only eighth notes (and 

eighth rests) are read differently in 

"swing", all other time values remain 

unchanged.



Compound Time Signatures 
are often found in our music. 

This simply means that we're counting a different number of quaver 
beats for each measure in the music. We either count 6, 9, or 12 
quaver beats as indicated.

There's one more thing that is interesting about Compound Time 
signatures, and that is that we can count them more than one way.

We can either count the exact number of quaver beats for each 
measure as noted, or we can group the quavers beats together in sets 
of 3, and then count only 2, 3, or 4 crotchet beats for each bar, 
depending on what our top number is.



Simple VS Compound Time Signatures 



Exercise 3 



Homework 



C major

G major

D major

A major

F major

Homework 2


